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I used Google sketching 7 to create this home. The first photo is a kind of aerial front entrance photo. The second photo is a kind of backyard aerial photo. The first photo is like you were standing at the front door looking. The second is still that you were sitting on the couch. The third one is like looking out the back window. The fourth, I
guess, will be like a layout view. The first photo is like it will be from the living room standing in the way of the door. The second photo will be as you come from the backyard through the French doors. The third photo is a layout view. The first photo is if you just go up the stairs. The second overlooks the master's bathroom. View of the
third layout. The first two pictures are like if you're looking through the door. The third is layout view. Cardi B asked for a subpoena for decorative help via her Instagram story yesterday. I need suggestions for interior designers in the home, writes the rap superstar against the backdrop of sorbet. While it is certainly flooded with suggestions
from its 76.9 million followers, AD has little experience in this topic. Think about throwing our proverb into the ring – Cardi, we are here to help (and not to beg at all in our next shallow music video). Here are five potential designers we think can make her dream sing. Alex P. White New York and Los Angeles-based designer Alex P. White
know how to grow moods in their interiors. With its origins in fine art and often inspiration from vintage rooms, White's style is expert 70s glam with a contemporary twist. Joining forces with Cardi can only give one thing - a home that would rival the drama of even its most animated music video sets. Of course, White would probably deny
shakett McManse, but as a master of lighting and striking furniture silhouettes, perhaps the two will make a perfect creative couple. Sally BreerCardi's daughter, 2-year-old Culcher, is known for going out with diamonds and even her pink Birkin bag, so the toddler needs a bedroom as colorful and chic as this one. Photo: Laura ResenKa
mother of the increasingly stylish Kulture Kiari, Cardi is sure to find the traditional toy nursery. And designer Sally Breyer knows how to make a nursery as elegant as anyone. Brier unveiled a fabulous family home in Napa Valley this month OVER, which she designed for a couple and their young sons. In the room of a boy, above,
kaleidoscopic dinosaur pattern wallpaper becomes a bright background for Serena &amp;amp; Lily, filled with a couch with piles of life pillows. The pink and white zebra carpet pumps out the drama and has pomegranate. Martyn Lawrence BullardWhat do Cher, Tommy Hilfiger and Kylie Jenner have? Designer of the stars Martyn
Lawrence Bullard headed his interior. The Cardi B star is on the rise and is known to love the sumptuous, art-filled look Bullard has Cardi recently spent some time in a modern-looking home with a contemporary floating staircase. Perhaps Bullard can make the statement architecturally, from various arches in his Palm Springs hideout to
Kylie's shiny Hills pad. Forbes -MastersMonet Masters and Tavia Forbes, who run Atlanta-based Forbes + Masters, are known for their glamorous, bold spaces. No project is a cookie-cutter, and the design duo pride themselves on getting acquainted with the customer's style before embarking on a décor scheme. For Real Housevesves
of Atlanta star Kandi Burruss pool house, Forbes + Masters created a lacquered karaoke room, while for another client's powder room, they installed a 3D-illusion wallpaper. This bold spirit can connect well with rapper WAP's eye for drama. And their company is a distance from Cardi's pad (though perhaps that's less for celebrities who
can't drive). Ferris Rapauli (right) and Drake in the sumptuous, bold area he designed at the rapper's home in Toronto. Photo: Jason SchmidtThere are few designers whose aesthetics are so over-the-top, as well as Canada-based Ferris Rapauli. Cardi's dream house in Atlanta, which she bought with Offset around Christmas, certainly
shows her advantage for megamanses (and the cash flow donated by four number one hits). Rafauli, who designed Drake's monumental Toronto dome - a 50,000-square-foot Beaux-style artist-style walk out of the embassy - is as fearless as it is when it comes to scale. Rafauli offers glittering chandeliers, slippery marble floors and a
Grammy room, and the superstar performer has a tank top with no drip shortage. The spruce uses cookies to provide you with a great user experience. By using Spruce, you accept the use of cookies. From small houses to wooden buildings, to be inspired by sustainable trends in home and eco-life, along with the latest in green
construction, urban planning and environmental design news. Hey, fellas! I'm so excited about this post! Whether you're in the process of buying your first home, or have been in your home for years, chances are you'll have big plans to do it in your dream home - I know I do! Why New Construction activity is best for us We built our house
about two and a half years ago through a home builder, because it was the smartest financial option for us. At the time, the market was really high and using a corporate builder was actually cheaper than buying an existing home. Plus, we got exactly what we wanted! We had the freedom to choose colors that we liked, but we were limited
by the options of the builder. This led us to choose many basic styles and make plans to find substitutes along the path we really loved - like all our luminaires. (You do not like quite a copper chandelier, which we put in our home Our house had amazing bones, a large family floor plan, and a nice color palette. And yet, almost immediately,
when we moved in, I had A list of things we can do to make it our perfect place. Buy &amp;quot;Sell sometimes just doesn't work out.&quot;. Here's how to say goodbye when you're unhappy. Cleaning &amp;quot;Discoloring bleach or rubbing alcohol is best for keeping your home sanitalized. Buy &amp;sell To be a good partner to the
agent you choose will make you happy house hunters. Now, there's nothing wrong with wanting to change and improve your home, but it can be a dangerous game, too. I didn't want to have all these great ideas about our house taking away from its beauty right then. For example, we love all the electrical updates we have made in our
home such as the night contacts under the towel holder in the photo below. But our home was still functional before we had them. The trick is to settle for what you have while simultaneously working to improve. The easiest way to do this is to make a list of the dream project! Remodeling Tips &amp;quot;Tips&amp;quot; Don't spend a
cent until you look at these cheap and easy options. Remodeling Tips &amp;quot;Tips Just a little imagination and a few tools can do what will be on your list of your new home. Remodeling Tips and Tips Make rooms look taller, shorter and more manners - and cover flaws. Remodeling Tips and Tips How to make your new house a quick
and easy project one way Connected: The best ways to customize your home Creating your dream home My husband and I listed all the projects we wanted to do, along with their related costs, and then ranked them according to the order of priority. This helped us develop a clear plan to work with the money we had on hand. Of course, I
had to make a free print option for you in case you wanted your own list of projects for dream houses. You can download and print your own here. Listing things allowed us to honestly assess our feelings and determine which things were most important to us. Also, in cases where we found a little extra money, but not enough to cope with
the huge repair, we looked at our list and chose a smaller implementation project. For example, in our small mud room makeover of the photo above, we added a door on the board for a cheap addition, which makes a statement. The dream list was so much fun to put together, and it transformed our dreams from a sense of examination to
the exciting again. It's also fun to look back at our end-of-year list and remember all the things we've already achieved! Good luck turning your houses into dream homes, friends! Related: The financial 7 most advanced home you can make this site not available in your country Weinachenchen mit HGTV Darüber freut sich jeder! Wei
Shenchen michen JieViu Drayden! Wihnatten myth HGTV wegwerfen! Weinahen myth HGTV Kinderlecht gemaha. Weinafen myth HGTV Du Must Keane y Kaufen! Super-akzios! Weinahten mit HGTV Schnell and a few weihnachten mmt HGTV HGTV Glitter for the little bag! Christmas with HGTV Ideas and Inspiration Christmas with
HGTV For every apartment! Christmas with HGTV with lots of treats and toys! Diy have fun for your four-legged friend. Autumn on HGTV also as a gift beautiful idea DIY perfect gift DIY Perfect for the cold autumn season of HGTV Sweet autumn decoration! Autumn of HGTV Super spicy! Autumn on HGTV that will be beautiful! Autumn of
HGTV Sweet Autumn Decoration Autumn on HGTV Preparing for winter on HGTV For a cozy autumn atmosphere of HGTV Every Halloween party hit! Autumn of HGTV Superleker! Autumn of HGTV's tips for your autumn decoration. Autumn of HGTV made of wool felt! Autumn of HGTV In beautiful autumn colors autumn of HGTV Joana
Gaines style! Autumn of HGTV Creative Autumn of HGTV Beautiful Flowers in Autumn of HGTV Perfect Autumn DIY Hacks &amp;. Tips 7 tips for organizing your gardening life We will give you advice. DIY Super eco-friendly and different use. Diy For the summer feel at home DIY Natural feel for your four rooms. Let's get inspired.
Inspired.
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